Introduction
For many years, optics scientists have been looking for all-optical signal processing materials It is important to understand that all-optical signal processing is not necessarily a replacement for all electronics, but it can greatly increase the effectiveness and capacity scalability of the The latter is required for operation in real telecom networks because the signal polarization changes as it is transmitted over optical fibre.
Bidirectional couplers
A fibre optic coupler is a device that can 
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The main practical physical mechanisms used for optical nonlinearity in SOAs are cross-gain and cross phase modulation. There are other useful physical mechanisms, such as four-wave mixing and nonlinear polarization rotation, but these are less favoured because of their intrinsic polarization dependence.
Cross-gain modulation operates as shown in Figure 6 . • Wavelength conversion.
• Optical regeneration.
• Optical Boolean logic.
• Advanced optical processing circuits. A switching pulse is timed to arrive after one data pulse but just before its replica. The switching pulse power is adjusted to impart a phase change of π radians onto the replica, so the data pulse is switched out when the two counter-propagating components interfere on their return to the coupler. This device is also known as a TOAD (terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer)
because it can also be used to demultiplex highspeed TDM pulse streams.
Future Aspects
Although it is extremely unlikely that optical signal processing will ever be as complex and powerful as electronic processing, the increased optical functionality would have several benefits for data processing application. Among these is the ability to directly process optical headers for routing in future optical packet networks and to directly examine high-speed optical header information for optical security algorithm waveguide. This data also is regenerated after every round trip to ensure that the signal quality does not degrade. In the security application, the memory capacity storage requirements are modest (a few bytes), but the ability to store and access this 40-Gb/s information with low latency (less than a nanosecond) is key to implementing the security algorithms efficiently.
